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CHÂTEAU
DE BEAUREGARD
“As the scores and reviews attest, l was suitably impressed with the quality
and recommend the wines to you”

91
POUILLY-FUISSÉ
2015
The sense of elegance continues onto the refined and
equally pure middle weight flavors that are not quite as
rich and concentrated but notably finer on the beautifully
complex and persistent finish. Lovely juice. (2021+)

92

91

POUILLY-FUISSÉ
2015

POUILLY-FUISSÉ
2015

... On the palate this manages that difficult trick of offering
fine volume while preserving good definition on the refined,
cool and balanced finish where a bracing touch of bitter
lemon appears that buffers the mild warmth.... Worth
finding. (2022+)

91

The expressive and admirably pure nose combines notes
of white flowers, citrus rind and an interesting crushed
dried herb character.
There is fine intensity to the caressing, round and rich medium—bodied flavors that exude a subtle minerality on the
balanced, complex and sneaky long finish... Worth
checking out. (2021+)

POUILLY-FUISSÉ
2015

89

...Otherwise, the rich, full-bodied and powerful flavors
brim with chewy dry extract though the finish, while solidly
persistent, is slightly warm and displays a bit of warmth
as well... it may very well harmonize if allowed 2 to 3 years
of bottle aging. (2020+)

SAINT-VÉRAN
2015
There is good volume and richness to the delicious. sappy
and appealingly mineral-inflected flavors that aren't particularly refined but do offer solid depth and
length.(2020+)

90

88

POUILLY-FUISSÉ
2015

POUILLY-FUISSÉ
2015

...There is excellent volume and mid—palate concentration
due once again to the abundance of sappy dry extract that
also serves to buffer the moderately firm acid spine shaping the powerful, long and balanced finale. This solid effort should also reward mid-term cellaring yet be
approachable, and enjoyable, young. (2021+)

...Otherwise the medium weight flavors are rich to the point
of opulence thanks to the abundance of dry extract coating
the palate though the finish is borderline bitter and short.
(Now?)

95 – 100 : Truly incomparable . 90 – 94 : Outstanding . 85 – 89 : Good to High quality
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